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Text Structures 
Question Stems from S-BAC Grades 6-8 Item Specification Documents 

 
S-BAC Claim #1 
Target # 6 
Idaho Core Standards RI.5 & RL.5 
 
Sixth Grade 
 
• What effect does [description of text structure/format/feature] have on the 
meaning of the text OR reader’s understanding of [element affected by structure, 
such as the structure of the description of the characters, or the structure of 
events in the plot]?  
 
• What is the most likely reason the author [used/included] [description of text 
structure/format/feature] in the text?  
 
• The author [used/included] [description of text structure/format/feature]. What is 
the most likely reason why the author structured the text this way? OR How does 
this structure affect [element affected by structure, such as central idea, 
characters, or plot]?  
 
• How does the [first/second/third/last paragraph/stanza] OR the 
[paragraph/stanza] about [content in text] [add to/affect] [element affected by 
structure, such as central idea, characters, or plot]?  
 
• Read the [sentence(s)/content type] from the text. [excerpt from text that 
contains a structural element] Which of these best describes why the author 
[began with/ended with/used] this [content type] in the text? 
 
• Read the selection from the text [or insert paragraph number]. How is this 
selection/paragraph different from the ones that came before and after it in the 
text?  
 
• Read the selection from the text [or insert paragraph number]. Select the 
statement that best explains why the author chose to include this 
selection/paragraph. 
 
• Why did the author choose to [begin/end] the text with [description of structure 
(i.e., paragraph/dialogue/event/flashback)]?  
 
• Why is using [description of text structure] important to understanding 
[character name/the central idea/the purpose/the author or character’s point of 
view/the introduction/the rising action, series of events /the climax/ the falling 
action/the conclusion) in the text?  
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• What does the author accomplish by [using/beginning/ending/including 
description of structure] in the [text/# paragraph/beginning/ending]? 
 
Seventh Grade 
 
• What effect does [description of text structure/format/feature] have on the 
meaning of the text OR reader’s understanding of [element affected by structure, 
such as the structure of the description of the characters, or the structure of 
events in the plot]?  
 
• What is the most likely reason the author [used/included] [description of text 
structure/format/feature] in the text?  
 
• The author [used/included] [description of text structure/format/feature]. What is 
the most likely reason why the author structured the text this way? OR How does 
this structure affect [element affected by structure, such as central idea, 
characters, or  
plot]?  
 
• How does the [first/second/third/last paragraph/stanza] OR the 
[paragraph/stanza] about [content in text] [add to/affect] [element affected by 
structure, such as central idea, characters, or plot]?  
 
• Read the [sentence(s)/content type] from the text. [Eexcerpt from text that 
contains a structural element] Which of these best describes why the author 
[began with/ended with/used] this [content type] in the text? 
 
• Read the selection from the text [or insert paragraph number]. How is this 
selection/paragraph different from the ones that came before and after it in the 
text?  
 
• Read the selection from the text [or insert paragraph number]. Select the 
statement that best explains why the author chose to include this 
selection/paragraph.  
 
• Why did the author choose to [begin/end] the text with [description of structure 
(i.e., paragraph/dialogue/event/flashback)?  
 
• Why is using [description of text structure] important to understanding 
[character name/the central idea/the purpose/the author or character’s point of 
view/the introduction/the rising action/the climax/the falling action/the conclusion) 
in the text?  
 
• What does the author accomplish by [using/beginning/ending/including 
description of structure] in the [text/# paragraph/beginning/ending]? 
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Eighth Grade 
 
• What effect does [description of text structure/format/feature] have on the 
meaning of the text OR reader’s understanding of [element affected by structure, 
such as the structure of the description of the characters, or the structure of 
events in the plot]?  
 
• What is the most likely reason the author [used/included] [description of text 
structure/format/feature] in the text?  
 
• The author [used/included] [description of text structure/format/feature]. What is 
the most likely reason why the author structured the text this way? OR How does 
this structure affect [element affected by structure, such as central idea, 
characters, or plot]?  
 
• How does the [first/second/third/last paragraph/stanza] OR the 
[paragraph/stanza] about [content in text] [add to/affect] [element affected by 
structure, such as central idea, characters, or plot]?  
 
• Read the sentence(s)/content type] from the text. [Excerpt from text that 
contains a structural element] Which of these best describes why the author 
[began with/endedwith/used] this [content type] in the text?  
 
• Read the selection from the text [or insert paragraph number]. How is this 
selection/paragraph different from the ones that came before and after it in the 
text?  
 
• Read the selection from the text [or insert paragraph number]. Select the 
statement that best explains why the author chose to include this 
selection/paragraph. 
 
• Why did the author choose to [begin/end] the text with [description of structure 
(i.e., paragraph/dialogue/event/flashback)]?  
 
• Why is using [description of text structure] important to understanding 
[character name/the central idea/the purpose/the author or character’s point of 
view/the introduction/the rising action/the climax/the falling action/the conclusion) 
in the text?  
 
• What does the author accomplish by [using/beginning/ending/including 
description of structure] in the [text/# paragraph/beginning/ending]? 


